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ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP, PLACE, AND COMMUNITY: A READING LIST
By Christine Taitano DeLisle and Laurie Moberg

The humanities-led Environmental Stewardship, Place, and Community Initiative, funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, focuses on integrating Indigenous ways of knowing into the humanities, and in particular into humanistic approaches to environmental challenges. Throughout the first year and a half of the grant, participants in the project have shared and discussed texts to create a common foundation for moving this work forward. Below is a selection of the readings that form this core.
This Place

One pillar of this work is to consider how we understand and think about this place as an Indigenous place, Mni Sota Makoce.

Reading List for This Place


Histories and Decolonization

Indigenous relations to place, however, are complicated by a history of colonization, removal, and genocide. Understanding the settler colonial histories and legacies of violence and trauma is vital for dismantling the ongoing gendered violence of settler colonialism, for disrupting settler capitalist and materialist assumptions about the “natural world,” and for accepting responsibilities of what it means to be a good relative on Indigenous lands.

Reading List for Histories and Decolonization


Indigeneity, Environmental Justice, and Activism

Indigenous peoples are often at the front of resistance movements, particularly standing up for other-than-human relations against violence, exploitation, and destruction. The following readings demonstrate how Indigenous epistemologies, ontologies, and relations shape these activist movements.

Reading List for Indigeneity, Environmental Justice, and Activism


Theory and Methods

The readings in this section challenge us to consider who are knowledge holders, how knowledge is produced, and the nature of knowledge itself. Offering insights, methods, and provocations, these readings compel us to think about relatives, reciprocity, and settler legacies that shape disciplines and practices, research and teaching.

Reading List for Theory and Methods
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